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Across
  2. Fabric of plain weave and small repeating designs.
  5. a large quilting apparatus made from wood or plastic pipe that

hold the layers of a quilt.
  7. Sewing small pieces of fabric onto a larger oiece
10. The soft fiber inside the quilt sandwich.
11. A calming or soothing color that tends to recede.
13. Quilt size is approximately 30 X 45.
15. Quilt size is approximately 86 X 100.
17. Design resembles a twisted rope used in quilting.
19. A small circular or oval apparatus to hold the layers of a quilt.
22. The upper layer of a quilt.  2 words
24. Typically dark solid colors and simple patterns
26. Fabric circles are gathered to form rosettes.
27. Each friend makes and signs with ink or embroidery
Down
  1. Applique patterns deplicting flora and fauna people or baskets.
  2. Using bias strips for complex curved geometric designs from

Ireland.
  3. The Quilting of blocks or sections of a quilt before before

assembling them.  2 words

  4. One patch quilt using many different fabrics.
  5. Many quilters collect this in 100% cottons.
  6. The name of the color that distinguishes one color from another.
  8. Thickness of the batt
  9. Long thin sharp metal used to put right sides of fabric together.
10. The bottom layer of the quilt.
12. Short needle used for quilting
14. Design usit of a quilt top.
15. A bed cover made up of two pieces of fabric with a filler in

between.
16. Outline quilting.
18. The diagonal grain
20. An individual fabric shape stitched to other shpaes.
21. A dulled grayed value of a hue.
23. A electric tool used for pressing fabric.
25. A type of reverse applique.
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